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Zu Hause in Tirol
Ferienhaus in Kirchbichl

This renovated house has been tastefully furnished and provides a happy ambience. During the renovation we tried to preserve
and restore the old and traditional. The house is located in the centre of Kirchbichl and as a townhouse it is the ideal starting
point for mountain hikes, cycling tours or simply to linger in the wonderful Tyrolean nature. The crystal-clear mountain lakes,
some of which are of drinking water quality, are particularly beautiful. Who wants to stay close by can use the "Moorstrandbad"
leisure area, football pitch, playground, tennis and volleyball courts in the village of Kirchbichl which are only a 5-minute walk
from the house.
In winter, all winter sports, especially skiing, are possible everywhere in the SkiWelt Wilder Kaiser Brixental region. The nearest
ski lift can be reached in a few minutes by car.
There are numerous parking spaces in front of the house which are free of charge. Opposite you find a modern and regional
supermarket. There is also a well-sto...



central location



Rooms and Apartments
Current Offers

Holiday home, bath, toilet, 3 bed rooms

On the ground floor, there is a comfortable living room with TV and a

tiled stove as well as a fully equipped kitchen. On the first floor there are

3 bedrooms and a piano room. The bathroom has a show...

ab

€ 99,00
per apartment on 25.05.2023

TO THE OFFER

1-6 Personen · 3 Bedrooms · 135 m²

Conditions
Access for guests:
After booking, our guests receive a code for the "key box" outside the house in which they find the front door key
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